Outback legacy

The Subaru Outback is an automotive nameplate used by the Japanese automaker Subaru for
two different vehicles: a Legacy -based station wagon , the Outback â€”present , and an
Impreza -derived hatchback , the Outback Sport â€” Most versions of the Outback wagon and
Outback Sport have had all-wheel drive as either an option or standard equipment. The original
Outback station wagon was derived from the wagon variant of the second-generation Subaru
Legacy. The first-generation Legacy , which made its debut in , did not receive the cosmetic and
suspension modifications to create an Outback version, although Subaru offered an Outdoor
option package for the model year Legacy L all-wheel drive model, which added an compressed
air strut height adjustable suspension, a luggage rack, a skidplate, and mud flaps. Earlier, a
raised-roof "Touring Wagon" variant had been offered on the preceding Subaru Leone for the
and model years. North American Legacy wagons were only offered as the flat-roof variant
chassis code BJ until a special "GT" model was marketed for the model year. The
second-generation Legacy wagon became the first generation of the Outback wagon series,
called the "Legacy Grand Wagon" in Japan in , and the "Legacy Outback" in most other
markets. Compared to the existing Legacy wagon, the "Outback" variant added partial
protective plastic side body cladding for off-road conditions, used a raised roof, and would later
raise the suspension to provide additional ground clearance. It was introduced at the New York
Auto Show. When launched in Australia in , the name "Legacy Outback" was shortened to
"Outback", followed in other markets afterwards. In the United States, Subaru also retailed the
Legacy SUS sedan between the and model years, with similar modifications to distinguish it
from the equivalent Legacy model sedan. In Subaru used the second generation of the Legacy
wagon as the basis for the first generation of the Outback wagon, which came equipped with
the same 2. The model year Legacy Outback wagon was largely limited to cosmetic changes,
featuring two-tone paint, larger wheels and tires, mud flaps, a roof rack, and upgraded
upholstery, similar to the modifications on the previous model year Legacy Outdoor trim. The
model year Outback, released in September , incorporated more substantial mechanical
changes, including a raised suspension increasing ground clearance to 7. Encapsulating the
sport theme of the Outback wagon, Subaru hired Paul Hogan , star of the movie Crocodile
Dundee , as a pitchman for the vehicle. Subaru released a similarly altered second generation
Outback as part of the third generation Legacy lineup in In North America, the new Outback and
Legacy were introduced in for model year Although most markets used the Outback nameplate,
the raised-suspension version was called the Legacy Lancaster in Japan. This generation also
saw the introduction of the 3. The EZ30 was introduced at the New York Auto Show in April ,
[24] equipped in two separate models, including one that was co-branded with the Maine-based
retailer L. The fourth generation Legacy formed the basis for a third-generation Outback. The
third-generation Outback was unveiled at the Frankfurt Motor Show in September , offered with
either the 2. Introduction was delayed in North America until January for the model year. A
turbocharged 2. The interior and exterior styling of the entire Legacy series, including the
Outback, was updated in mid At the same time, the Legacy wagon was dropped, leaving Subaru
with only a single sedan Legacy and wagon Outback for the mid-size car market in North
America. The fourth-generation Outback arrived with the debut of the fifth generation Legacy ,
marketed as model year vehicles in North America, and called the Outback worldwide. The EZ30
was replaced with a new 3. The EZ36 also provided increased power using regular unleaded
fuel. The 2. Japanese dealers began selling the new Outback in May The styling was refreshed
for the model year and base models switched to the 2. The model year was also the first time
Subaru's advanced driver-assistance system , a stereoscopic camera-based system branded
EyeSight, was available in North America. One of the more interesting features introduced from
was tailgate PIN access. Found only on push-button start models, the tailgate features an extra
button to the right of the tailgate release button that can be used to enter a PIN, morse-code
style, to unlock the car in the lieu of having the fob. The promoted purpose is to allow access to
the car where you have deliberately locked the fob inside the car e. This feature is now available
across all Subaru models including sedans across all year models that feature push-button
start. The fifth-generation Outback appeared in for the year model with the sixth generation
Legacy , still badged the Legacy Outback for Japan. Subaru billed the exterior styling evolution
as being shaped by the concept of 'more Outback', claiming to combine the strengths of
passenger cars and sport-utility vehicles and capitalizing on the brand recognition gained from
selling the Outback since From , some world markets also offered Subaru Adaptive Driving
Beam ADB that allow a driver to leave their high beam switched on at all times, and in
combination with EyeSight, adjust a series of shutters that cover portions of the high beam light
projection to prevent dazzling oncoming drivers whilst maintaining visibility of the rest of the
road, or to "draw a box" of low beam around a lead vehicle that adjusts left and right working
with SRH in line with that vehicle's movement. Other additions include front and side cameras

along with Apple Carplay and Android Auto, and the ability to change the colour of the
combination meter illuminated rings to one of eleven different colours. The fifth-generation
Subaru Outback is now classified as a 'crossover', with the body and wheelbase set larger than
previous models. The fifth-generation Outback retained the same 2. Internally, the Outback
moves to the Subaru Global Platform, [47] which is stiffer and offers a common base to allow
use of alternative powertrains, such as hybrid or all-electric. In addition to all-wheel drive
coming standard on every trim, the model year also added adaptive LED headlights with SRH on
premium variants some world markets also receive SRH and ADP and a seat-belt reminder
standard for all passengers. World markets outside of North America, including Japan, did not
launch the sixth generation Outback until There is improved camera resolution for rear, side
and front driver assistance cameras, EyeSight 4. Subaru also released the first generation
Impreza-based Outback Sport in to North America only for the model year. Derived from the
Impreza hatchback, the Outback Sport initially featured an off-road appearance package with
two-tone paint; otherwise, the mechanics of the platform were unchanged. The first Impreza
Outback Sport was introduced for the model year as a trim line based on the "L Active Safety
Group", which included all-wheel-drive and front and rear disc anti-lock brakes. The standard
engine was a 1. In addition, the Outback Sport received a roof rack and mud flaps, but ground
clearance was unchanged from the Impreza wagon on which it was based at 6. The Outback
Sport was priced lower and aimed at a younger buyer than the Legacy-based Outback.
Advertisements for the Outback Sport featured an actor who referred to Paul Hogan as his
"uncle". Subaru in North America launched the subsequent generation in for the model year
based on the second generation Impreza. In Australia, the Impreza RV incorporated similar
styling changes. Subaru in North America launched the subsequent generation in for model
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